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AFFAIRS IN
KENNEBUNK

with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Smith at their
Cape Porpoise
home on Monday evening, January. 14.
A good number is desired as it is time
The ball given by the lady clerks in
to elect new officers for the coming
Mrs. Kate Cutter of Westbrook is to
in
this village last Thursday evening
year.
spend the remainder of the winter with
the
Mousam
Opera
House
was
both
Telephone 70-12
The Farther Lights Society met at her niece, Mrs. Louis Nelson.
social and financial success.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fletcher spent
205-207 Main St.. Biddeford The ball was simply and tastefully
the Baptist vestry on Friday evening.
Items of Interest Gathered by Our Very few attended.
last week. with their daughter, Mrs. Some of the Little Stories that the
decorated with evergreen boughs and
Several Correspondents
Charles Smith.
the lower front of the stage having a
Enterprise Has Heard
Miss Lillian Driscoll, who came home
Quite
a
crop
of
oranges
was
gathered
back ground of white with red letters
from Boston to spend New Years, has
Kennebunkport
cut out “Lady Clerks’ ’07.”
Mrs. William Lord is in town.
been quite sick, but is now, able to be by the boys one night last week when
The Philharmonic orchestra of Bid
out, and expects to return to Boston in the fruit cart of Weinstein of Biddeford
Work
is dull in the counter shop.
was struck at the crossing below the
The Knights of St. Paul met at the a few days.
25c Celery Trays
10c deford gave a fine concert, after which
Post Office by an upward bound coal
Miss Elizabeth Day is having a run of
25c Spoon Trays
10c dancing was indulged in until a late M. E. church vestry last Friday even
Mrs. Henry Seavey and Mrs. Wm. car.
the measles.
ing and the officers for the ensuing
25c Handled Cake Plate
10c hour.
The grand march was led by Misses term were installed by the installing Wesoott were in Boston shopping on
George Billings is confined to the
25c Large 8 in. Berry and Salad Dish
Schools resumed Monday after the
Tuesday.
house by illness.
10c Flora Webber and* Abbie Phillips andI officer, Rev. S. E. Leech.. After the
holiday vacation.
i
refresh- Mr. Perkins of this village has been
25c Dinner Coffee Cups and Saucers Mrs. Lillian Hauley, and Ethel Thomp■ business session games and
John Fletcher who has been quite
Dr. Lord is attending Lois Water
ments were enjoyed.
10c son’and was finely executed.
appointed by Senator Simpson of York sick is able to be about the house house who is ill.
There
was
excellent
order
in
the
10c
15c Bread and Butter Plates
’ There was an unusually large atten- on Taxation.
again.
The days have lengthened several
10c hall during the evening and the young> dance at the M. E. church last Sunday
19c Dinner Plates
For the remainder of the winter the minutes, but “you’d hardly notice it at
In spite of all the rain and slush the
10c people certainly had every reason to’ afternoon, and the pastor preached a
15c Sauce Dishes
store of Helen F. Ward will close Wed
10c feel more than satisfied.
15c Bone Plates
very pointed sermon on “A Model Re- gentlemen at the Congregational nesday evenings at 7 o’clock and at all.”
church,
held
their
supper
on
Monday
Punch
was
served
during
the
evening
10c
15c Oat Heals
’ vival.”
Mr. and Mrs; Heywood and young
evening, Dec. 31 and took about $25.00. 5.30 Friday evenings. Open until 9
10c and ice cream sold at intermission.
15c Large Pint^Pitcher
child are all confined to the house by
A three-masted schooner is discharg We think they need to be congratulated. o’clock other evenings of the week.
10c
15c Shaving Mugs
illness.
ing coal at Perkins wharf.
Frank Proctor and family of Bidde
10c
25c Vases
The New Year
Arthur Leech returned to his college
One of the large glass windows in the
ford and Alonzs Rice of Saco spent New
Hair Receivers, Tooth-Pick Holdwork at Wesleyan University last
Kennebunk
Beach
store of Littlefield & Webbr was broken
Year
’
s
Day
with
relatives
at
the
Cape.
ers, Ash Trays, Bowls, Cups and Into our hands that scarce know how to hold
Wednesday.
this week.
such treasures,
The fine sliding last week was en
Saucers, Sugar Shakers, Tooth Brush
Miss
Affie
Hardy,
who
has
been
visitInto
our
hands
so
full
of
peace,
good-will,
Mr. Sidney T. Fuller is in town this
Holders, Spoon Holders, Sugar
Mrs. Harry Dulley is expected to joyed by the young people.
Now comes the wealth another year to us is1 ing at the Methodist parsonage, has
week
on business. Mrs. Fuller in in
Bowls, Jewelry Boxes, Banks, Comb
Frank Hutchins was able to be out
leave in a few days to join her husband
bringing,
returned to her home in Winthrop
Philadelphia.
and Brush Trays, Salt and Pepper
We know not what it be of good or ill.
in Boston, Mas^,, where they are to re again this week.
Prof, and Mrs. A. H. Carver who has side for the present.
Shakers.
The play given at Pinkham’s hall The Ivy Assembly, P, S. met at their
Another year! We halt expectant on the
been on a visit to friends in New HampGlassware for
10c
threshold,
last Tuesday evening by six boys was hall last evening and held a most inter
Gowen
Moulton
and
family
visited
Night Lamps, Vinegar Bottles,
Each day we weave what binds or makes us, shire, returned home Saturday
attended by a fair-sized audience, and esting meeting.
free;
Covered Pickle Jar, Celery Trays,
Henry T. Jjeech is confined to the Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Stevens of West was a decided success for a first attemp1
Not like Penelope may we by night unravel
Kennebunk
last
Sunday.
The Baptist social and supper this
house by illness.
Tall Celery Holders, Candy Trays,
along this line. The characters were: week is postponed on account of the
The labor of the day though ill it be,
Handled Card Dishes, Vises, Large
Mrs. Eugene Hanscom has gone to Uncle Josh:
Plenty
of
ice
in
the
street.
James
Fisher
Another year with faith in Him who ever
union services.
Cake Plate, Banana Dishes, Berry
Villain Love:
Harry Perkins
careth.
Skating on the mill pond has been Boston for a few days. ,
Dishes, Finger Bowls, Finger Bowl
There will be a dance given at West
With courage for whate’er each day may bring good.
Aunt
Hannah
:
Harold
Cluff
Clement Huff is very ill with measles
Plates, Covered Soup Dish, Sugar Seeeking not far, but for the nearesCduty,
Kennebunk next Saturday evening in
Dutchman
:
Edward
Nunan
and
pneumonia.
Dr.
Haley
in
attend
Miss Rose Seavey, teacher of the vil
Well may the heart with joy of life sti|L;sing.
Shakers.
Farmer’s Daughter: Charlie Hutchins Firemen’s hall.
Helen Frances Ward
lage' grammar school, was sick last ance.
DOLLS
George Nunan
Hotel Boy:
Friday aud unable to teach school.
Miss Marguerite Sache has returned
Mrs. Benj. Stevens visited Mr. and
1 lot of 25c Kid Body and Jointed,
home after a visit with her grandfather,
The preacher who was to have sup -Mrs. Gowen Moulton one day last week.
Runaway
Dressed and Undressed Dolls,
West Kennebunk
Mr. Hartley Lord.
plied the pulpit of the Advent church
15c
slightly scaled, price to close
Mrs. Gowen Moulton visited Mr. and
last
Sunday
was
detained
by
illness
and
WedA
lively
runaway
occurred
this
Mr. George Patterson of Store'r street,
One-third off for this week on
Mrs. Edward Jellison of Sanford one Rev. B. C. Wentworth, Presiding el
while
splitting wood, severed several
Chafing’Dishes and Baking Dishes, nesday noon when a horse belonging to there was no sermon there, instead a day last week.
der of Portland District, will preach in
cords in his hand.
Dr. Lord became frightened at the social meeting was held.
and Rogers Silver Plated Ware.
Miss Elsie Somers is visiting fa er the church Sunday evening at 7 o’clock
trolley car and ran down Main street The different churches are holding
SALE SATURDAY
the meeting opening with a praise ser Miss Elwell of this village has been
brother
Edward in Auburn.
union
services
this
week.
turning
in
on
Bourne
street
and
going
Round Clothes Baskets worth 40c
vice. Morning service at 10.30 Sabbath the guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred Clark
Miss Mayotte Jackson fell recently
19c up to the L. W. Nash stable where he
for one day
Dorothy Brooks is very sick with the
of North Berwick.
School at 11.45.
and injured the bone.in her wrist.
Not finding this open, he measles. Dr. Prescott attends her.
25c Nut Sets, Nickel Plated, Nut is kept.
R.
L.
Webber,
who
runs
the
popular
The first open electric car of the
Crack and 6 Picks in a box, Satur turned around and went down Main
Mrs. Will Wescott who has been sick
Mrs. John Somers, who has been ill,is store here sold over a ton of candy be season was run through town this
day’s price
15c street as far as the post office, where he with slow fever is able to be out.
slowly improving. Dr. Prescott is in tween Thanksgiving to Christmas.
Wednesday afternoou.
was caught. One shaft of the sleigh
Measles and severe colds are preva attendance.
There
will
be
a
supper
aud
social
at
was broken but no further damage oc
Mrs. J. O. Elwell, ¿who has been
Honor Littlefield and Theodore Pea the M. E. vestry Thursday evening "of
curred. It was very fortunate that no lent on both sides of the river.
quite ill with the grip is recovering.
body
who
have
been
quite
ill,
are
gain

Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock took a
this week.
one was injured as the streets were full
Dr. Hall of Wells is in attendance.
205 & 207 Main Street of children aud older people returning ' sleigh ride Sunday, going to Oak Ridge, ing rapidly.
Mrs. W. S. Hatch aud family have re A blind was blown off the residence
Fortunes Rock, Biddeford Pool, Bidde Will Hamilton has vacated his sum turned from a trip to North Berwick.
to their various homes.
ford and North Kennebunkport to River mer home at the beach and is staying E. I. * Littlefield has purchased the of Mr. Woodbury Hall on Main strait
View Farm and home. They drove a with his sister, Mrs. Josephine Jackson entire teaming outfit of George Hatch. during the heavy of this afternoon.
Without Foundation
span and had an enjoyable time, with for the winter.
There was a good attendance at Salus
Eight cases of measles and one of Lodge last eveuing and au entertain
a beautiful warm day and fine sleighing. - Sewell Hubbard and his two daughIt is reported that Willard P. Mer
diptheria have been reported to the
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Goldthwart of ters are having measles. Also Millard secretary of the board of health this ment consisting of reading was given.
chant, a former resident of this place,
more recently of California, has died Lower Biddeford visited his cousin, Gray.
TO-LET A six room tenement on
week.
there of glanders, contracted from a Ernest Benson, Sunday^
John Somers, who is station master
High
street in excellent repair. Apply
horse
he
was
caring
for.
The employees of the R. W. Lord
One lot of 15c, 25c, 50c, for
The above item appeared in the col Miss Alice Drake and lady friend,who on the elevated railroad in Boston, was twine mill are rejoicing over a 10 per to J. W. Bowdoiu, Kennebunk, Maine.
10 cents umns of the Biddeford Journal under spent the Holidays with her uncle and called home last week on account of cent increase in their salary.
The Twenty Associates met on Tues
aunt, George Grant and sister, returned his wife’s illness.
One lot 29c, 35c, for 19 cents the Kennebunk Beach items. We in- to
day
with Mrs. Frank Webb. The sub
Messrs
Stanford
and
Webber
will
give
their duties as teachers in Massa Edward Moulton, who has been ill,
Mr. Fairfield, whose daugh
a social dance in firemen’s hall next ject was Venetian painting by Mrs.
One lot 98c, for
39 cents tetviewed
chusetts
last
week.
ter Mr. Merchant m airled and were
is slowly improving.
Saturday evening there will be good Moody.
Mrs. Emma Jackson was around town
informed that while the gentleman in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Littlefield vis- music.
From January 1, 1906, to January 1,
question has been ill the last report of last week getting signers to a petition ited relatives in „Wells Branch last
The Good Templars will hold a fair 1907, there were fifty-six deaths in this
asking Judge Powers to be lenient
$3.25, $2.98 for
$1.98 his condition was most favorable.
in their ball January 31. Useful and village and eleven bodies brought here
toward John Jackson, now in Alfred Sunday.
Miss Grace Moulton is caring for fancy articles will be on sale. Also ice tor interment.
jail for forging a note while intoxicated.
cream, cake home made candy and
Annual Meeting
Many influential men put - their names Mrs. John Somers during her illness.
The Epworth League meeting of the
$1.25, $1.50 for
98 cents
There will be a guessing
Millard Gray, who has been suffering pop corn.
to the paper having always known Mr.
M.
E. church was omitted this week so
cake and other things to attract your
The annual meeting of the stock Jackson to be a good fellow, a good from measles is slowly improving.
Pink and White Nuns
that the members could attend the
holders of the Ocean National Bank
and neighbors, who but for the Everett Joy of Berwick Branch vis pocket book.
union seryices.
Veiling Waists, $2.25 for was held at the banking house on Tues citizen
cursed habit of drinking would today ited his aunt, Mrs. Almeda Moulton,
The basket ball game played at Ber
afternoon of this week. Robert W. be a happy and prosperous man. Let last Monday.
Goodwins Mills
$1.25 day
wick Thursday evening of last week re
Lord, Dr. Frank M. Ross, Fred B. Hall, us all remember he is a' townsman, a
The Pines school began last Monday
suited rn a score of 19 to 18 in favor of
Sidney T. Fuller and Wm. E. Barry neighbor and has always been a kind
'¿Willis Carle and John Drew are in the home team.
with Miss Laughlin as teacher.
were appointed directors.
friend to all in need, and because he
Mrs. Owen Winn and daughter of Ala Portland attending Gray’s Business
If you know of any item of news
has fallen don’t cast him down farther
bama are visiting Mrs. Owen Went College.
kindly telephone it to The Enterprise
but
rather
try
to-help
lift
him
up
and
They Want to Know
Rufus Lunt is on the sick list and or send it to the office. Items are al
worth.
give him another try.
under the care of Dr. Willis Hurd of ways welcome.
Biddeford, Maine
Our R. F. D. carrier and sub-carrier
Several young ladies of the village
Biddeford.
Saco Road
Miss Elsie Robert, who has been ill
are getting up a sleighing party to received substantial Xmas gifts from
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bean of West Ken
with the measles is on the mending
Hotel Elmwood in Wells.
Various one of the lady patrons who does not
nebunk
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Nancy
We are having beautiful warm pleas
hand. Miss Alice Roberts has recovered
things have happened to postpone the like publicity, therefore we with-hold
ant
weather but our sleighing is fast Smith on Sunday.
and is fable to be out.
her
name,
but
the
kind
rememberance
affair until now the boys are beginning
E. C. Hurd lost a very valuable dog
to wonder if they are to have any ride was very much appreciated by carrier leaving us.
Dr. Haley is having one of his tene
recently.
Mrs.
R.
A.
Fiske
is
suffering
from
an
and
sub
and
she
has
the
best
wishes
and above all the feed of clams that are
ments on Storer street thoroughly re
Harry
Goodwin
has
gone
to
Clark
’
s
promised. It is the intention now of for a prosperous and happy New Year. abscess of the face caused by a bad
modelled on the interior. When com
Mills where he has employment.
those having th^ matter in charge to
Ivory Ross and wife visited at Oak tooth.
pleted the house will be occupied by
L. C. Walker has a large crew of men H/S. Wakely.
go Thursday or Friday evening of this Grove farm West Kennebunk, the home
Mae and Carl Mitchell are haying
employed at his saw mill.
which isn’t “right” is of week.
of Mr. Ross’ sister, Mrs. Fred Jones, measles and are both quite sick.
The Rev. B. C. Wentworth, Presiding
Goodwin’s Mills Grange has had
Sunday. A pleasant visit is reported.
Mrs. Alice Cougill, who has been
Elder
of ¡.Portland District will preach
no earthly use—The
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are royal enter visiting her mother at Rochester, N. H. quite a number of special meetings the
Vesper Service
in the Methodist church Sunday after
past
few
weeksj
Great
preparations
tainers.
has returned home.
ELITE STUDIO
noon at 2 o’clock. Evangelistic service
The Baptist society held^a New Years
Roy Taylor and Miss Lillian Kimball are being made for Pomona which, is in the evening.
The Vesper service at the Unitarian
makes the kind which church last Sunday afternoon was supper at their vestry on Tuesday were guests at River View Farm Sun held here on Thursday.
Mrs. Mary Drew who has been visit Mr. Ransom N. Nason and Miss Luella
largely attended. The music was finely evening of last week, about 140 were day.
The rendered,
are “RIGHT.
ing
relatives in Amesbury returned M. Cameron were married at the home
everyone taking their part present, including sixty children. A Archie Bartlett has bought a trotter.
of the bride of Brown street last Wed
home
Saturday.
fine
supper
of
cold
meats,
salads,
coffee
in a most pleasing manner. Miss Evie
Now boys look out!
price—well—let us talk Littlefield,
Ralph Jelleson is seen every Sunday nesday. The ceremony was performed
who presided at the organ and all kinds of cake were served.
R. A. Fiske’s horse is doing fine.
After
supper
all
joined
in
singing
a
afternoon
exercising his horse on the by Rev. H. L. Hanson.
never played better
The pastor
it over in person
training
this
little
pacer
could
With
number of hymns. The evening was
Biddeford road.
Mrs. Charles Boston who has been
preached a fine sermon.
be very swift.
passed very pleasantly by all.
occupying part of the store in the
The
Ladies
Circle
meets
with
Mrs.
Georgia Hutchinson has recovered
A three-masted schooner loaded with
Frank Jelleson on Wednesday evening. Downing Block for dressmaking pur
from
the measles.
New Organ Used
A fine supper of oyster stew will be poses has removed to her homeland will
coal for Perkins Coal Co., arrived at
take a vacation for a few weeks. The
their wharf recently. It was towed Ice cutting on the Kennebunk is way seived.
There was a large attendance at the from Portsmouth by a large tug. The behind this winter. If this weather
Dr. W. B. Raymond has been very Variety Store will be kept open as
Baptist church last Sunday morning. tug returned about one o’clock and Mr. holds long we fear the supply will be busy the past few week. He is meet usual.
ing with fine success.
The pastor preasched a very helpful Frank Cousens and Mr. George Bayes short next summer.
Quite a number of the K. of P. Myrtle
138 Main Street
New Years sermon, and the new organ took a trip back to Portsmouth on it Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wormwood have
Lodge members of this village will at
just returned from a pleasure trip to The Forty-fourth Annual Meeting of tend the District Convention of the Or
BIDDEFORD, - - - MAINE was used for the first time being played returning by rail.
by
Mrs.
Nellie
Perkins.
The
choir
The Farmers Club met at their hall Boston and vicinity.
the Maine Press Association will be der which is to be held in^Sauford this
Telephone 109-3
furnished excellent singing. A duet on Monday evening January 7 but > Wm. Bartlett has a new teamster in held at the Capitol in Augusta on Wednesday evening. A fine banquet
was rendered by Mrs. Densmore and there were only sixteen present and i place of the one just gone, in the per- Thursday and Friday, January 24 and will be served after the business has
‘Not How Cheap But How Good’
I the meeting was adjourned to meet j son of Fred Wormwood.
Miss Mabie Gooch
.
25.
been transacted.

T. L. Evans & Co
Department Store

10c Sale of China
and Glassware

T. L. Evans & Co.

Pictures

Long Kimonos

Short Kimonos

The Orset Store,

A Photograph

ELITE STUDIO

The Lady Clerks’ Ball

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS
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G. Austin Day,Mgr. Leroy c. Nason, Tress.

PAIN
Pzta in the head—pain anywhere, has its SMB*
Pain is congestion, pain is blood pressure—nothing
else usually. At least, so says Dr. Shoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
tablet—called Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablet—
coaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely. It surely equalizes the blood dra*
latlon.
If you have a headache, it’s blood pressure.
If It’s painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it’s blood
congestion—blood pressure. That surely is a
certainty, for Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablets stop
it in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn’t it get red, and
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It’s con
gestion, blood pressure. You’ll find it when pain
is—always. It’s simply Common Sense.
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend

Style and Comfort.

niimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?

First-class music furnished for all
occasions
Address all communications to the
Manager, Kennebunk, Maine

[SKAT|

: Bowdoin’s Pharmacies:

The Sleeve Pattern.

Before altering a sleeve pattern the
arm should be measured from the arm
scye to the bend and thence to the

wrist; also from the back of the arm to
the point of the elbow and thence to
the wrist Then measure the pattern
and make the alterations. If the sleeve
Is too long between the top of the arm
and the elbow place a tuck through the,
pattern. If it should be too long be
tween the elbow and the wrist place a
tuck there also, making the sleeve the
required length. If, on the contrary,
the pattern should be too short cut it
through just where it Is necessary, ei
ther above or below, allowing for
space to give it the desired length.
Cleaning Papered Wall».

Papered walls may be cleaned with a
mop of cheesecloth strips an inch and
a'half wide and eight Inches long made
fast to a light handle. Brush the paper
well with it twice a month.
Every spring and fall mix corn
starch, whiting and powdered fuller's
earth in equal parts, dip the mop into
the powder and rub walls and ceilings
well with ft. Then shake all powder
from the mop, cover it with a damp
flannel and go all over the wall again,
wiping in long straight strokes. The
flannel must be damp only. Wet, it is
apt to leave marks. As soon as it Is
dirty change it for a fresh one.
Old Lace Curtain*.

A clever device for utilizing the beau
ty that remains in fine lace curtains
that have seen their day is to cut out
the rich raised work rings and wreaths
from which the delicate net has worn
away. Apply them to squares of vel
vet or satin for use as cushion covers.
Applied on olive or metallic green vel
vet or some soft wood brown shade
the effect is rich and elegant, especial
ly when further set off with a frill of
laoe and the back of the pillow made
of silk or corresponding tone.
Old Medicine*.

It is a wise thing to throw out okl
medicine. Keeping It is rash economy,
as many drugs lose their strength,
while others deteriorate and become
dangerous to take. Then the same
physical conditions do not often occur,
and it is always safer to get a new pre
scription or at least have the old one
freshly put up. Besides, if old bottles
accumulate one is apt to forget what
they contain and in an emergency seize
on the wrong one, with serious results.
The Peaked Chin.

The girl with a wedge shaped face
must not wear her hair spread out
over her ears. This only accentuates
the triangular lines. With a peaked
chin it is necessary to avoid broad ef
fects above the brows. Wave the hair
at the temples and draw it up to the
top of the head in soft rolls. This gives
the face a delicate oval outline.
Broom».

If you have a pyrography outfit it Is
best to have every broom and scrub
bing brush marked with the name and
object for which it is designed, so that
there will be no danger of your Per
sian rug being swept with a greasy
kitchen broom.
After cleaning an article that re
quires to be dipped in a bowl of gaso
line the gasoline that is left can be
used again if strained through filter
paper, which can be bought at a drug
store, or through chamois leather.
When pins are swallowed give the
Child all the mashed white potatoes he
will eat and no water for a day, and
the danger will be reduced to a mini

mum.
In the case of a tiled floor a little lin
seed oil rubbed in and the tiles subse
quently polished brings up the colors
wonderfully.

A pine floor washed with a solution
of a pound of copperas In a gallon of
strong lye will take on the color of oak.

A List of New Books For

HThc Variety Store is g
8
® Ig
j Doing Business at the g
I! Same Joidj Stand in g
it
4
ÌÌ<4 Downing Block, Main 8?T
g Street, Kennebunk, Me. a

Public Library

Baptist Church. Main;street.
REV. H. L. HANSON.

Sunday: 10 30 a. m. Preaching Service.
11.30 a.m. Bible School.
6.15 p.m. Young People’s Meeting
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
Monday! 7.30 p.m. Young People’s Meeting.
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m. Praise and Prayer
Meeting.
Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
month.
Unitarian Church.

Main Street.

REV. F. R. LEWIS.

10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday School.
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
• Congregational Church—Dane Street.
REV. E. G. CROWDIS

Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday School.
6.00 p. m. Young Peoples’ Endeavor
Meeting.
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
W ednesday: 4.00 p. m. Junior Endeavor
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.

H-3-13
H-2-50
H-7-64
H-l-62
Methodist Church. Portland Street
H-7-69
S. Newcomb
rev. wilbur'f. holmes.
A. Trollope, 2 Vol.
H-6-19-20 Sunday: 11.00 a.m. Junior League.
J. H. Monckton
H-l-61
2~.00p.rn. Preaching Service.
H-l-60
3.00 p. m. Bible School.
7.00 p. m. Evening Services.
W. T. Hornaday
H-2-35
7.30 p.m. Epworth League.
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-fi-3-5 Monday:
Wednesday: 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting
Lord Rosebery
H-2-59 Friday: 7.30 p. m. Class Meeting.
Edwin M. Bacon.
H-2-34
Christian Scientist.
H-3-12
R. Connor
Boom 8, Boss Block, Main Street.
H-3-21
S. W. Mitchell
Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
H-2-43 Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Kev
Mary Baker Eddy.
A. Trollope, 2 Vol.
H 6-21-22
H-6-15-17
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
C. R. Gibson
H-7-68
a. m. Preaching Service.
W. J. Dawson
H-7-71 Sunday: 10.30
11.45 a.m. Sunday School. ’
H. C. Shelley
H-2-30
Catholic Church. Storer Street
W. D. Howells
H-2-38
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.
A. Trollope. 2 Vol.
H-6-1-2
Services
every
First Sunday at 9.30 a. mE. T. Tomlinson
E-5-57
A. Trollope, 2 Vol.
H-6 -23-24
H-2-29
Mrs. C. Parsons
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
, H-7-73
Miss Ella A. Clarke, Librarian.
By Himself
H-7-70
Library Hours. Monday, Wednesday and
By the Author of Martyrdom of
Saturday' evenings, from 7 to 8 o’clock
An Empress
H-3-22
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.00 o’clock
Higher Education in America
C. F. Th wing
H-2-28
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock for
Hill, Edward Rowland
H-7-75
Poetical Works
reference.
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman
T. Roosevelt
H-2-55
E. A. Steiner
Immigrant, On the Trail of
H-2-31 Mail Arrivals & Departures.
Inventors at Work
Geo. Iles
H-2-32
E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster.
Irving, Henry Personal Reminiscences Bram Stoker, 2 Vol.
H-2-60-61
Mail
eloses
for the West at 7.30,9.00 a. m.; 1.00
Jefferson Joseph, Reminiscences of a
4.00 and 6.35 p. m.
F. Wilson
Fellow Player
H-2-42
closes for the East at 9.00,10.45 a. in.; 3.35
Last Chronicle of Barset
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-28-30 Mailand
6.45 p. m.
Leland, Charles Godfrey
H-2-44-45 Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a. m.
E. R.K Pennell, 2 Vol.
Master’s Violin, The
Myrtle Reed
H-3-14
6.35 p. m.
MinuteBoys of Lexington
E. Stratmeyer
E-5-60 Mail closes for Sanford 9.10 and 7.1Q-p. m.
“
“
Bunker Hill
E. Stratmeyer
E-5-61 Mails open from the West at 8.20, 9.45 and 11.46
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
“
•*
Green Mountains
James Otis
E-5-62
“
“
Mohawk Valley
James Otis
E-5-63 Mails open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a. ni.;
1X8 and 4.40 p. m.
“
“
Wyoming Valley
James Otss
E-5-64
Mails
open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m.
Mohawk Valley Legends and History
W. M. Reid
H-2-39
and 4.40 p. m.
My People of the Plains
Bishop E. Talbot
H-7-72
open from Sanford at 9.15 a. in. and 6.40
Naval War of 1812
T. Roosevelt
H-2-49 Mails
' p. m.
No Friend Like a Sister
Rosa N. Carey
H-3-18 Office Hours: 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.
On Newfound River
T. N. Page
H-3-11
Opened Shutters, The
Clara L. Burnham
H-3-9
Orley Farm
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-31-33
Fire Alarm System.
Paul
E. F. Benson
H 3 17
Persia, Past and Present
A. V. W. Jackson
H-2-36 23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
Phineas Finn
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-6-8 25 York Street,,near residence of O.W. Clark
Corner High and Cross Streets.
Phineas Redux
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-9-11 27
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
Prime Minister, The
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-12-14 34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
Puck of Poor’s Hill
R. Kipling'
H-3-10 35 Corner Mechanic and Parsons Street
Saul of Tarsus
E. Miller
H-3-19 36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
Seeing Fiance With Uncle John
Anne Wagner
H-3-16 38
41 Corner Summer and Park Streets.
Small House at Arlington, The
A. Trollope, 3 Vol.
H-6-25-27 43 Boston and Maine Station.
Soldier of the/Wilderness
E. T. Tomlinson
E-5-58 45 Corner Park and Grove Streets. '
Songs, Stories of Famous
S. J. A. Fitz-Gerald, 2 Vol
H-7-65-66 47, Leather Board
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
South America, Through Five 'Repub
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
lics
P. F. Martin
H 2-33 3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
Spinner in the Sun, The
Myrtle Reed
H-3-15 ALL OUT—Two blasts.
Spencer, Herbert
Autobiography, 2 Vol.
H-2-57-58 On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
Through Man to God
G. A. Gordan
H-7-67 box with a glass front, containing the key. To
in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
Tracer of Lost Persons, The
H-3-20 ring
R. W. Chambers
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
Trollope, Anthony
A utobiogr aph y
H-6-36 it, let it fly back.
Twenty Years of the Republic 1885-1905 H. T. Peck
H-2-40 The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
Vicar of Bullhampton, The
H-6-34-35 number.
A. Trollope, 2 Vol.
Wallace, Lew
Autobiography, 2 Vol.
H-2-46-47
Warden, Ths
School Signals.
E-2-49
A. Trollope
Washington Society, First Forty Years of G. Hunt
H-2-41
White Fang
E-5-65 Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
Jack London
lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
Whitman, Walt His Life and Work
H-7-63 the
Bliss Berry
and Primary Schools.
Wilderness Hunter, The
H-2-48
T. Roosevelt
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
Winning of the West
H-2-51-54 one session, or no school in the afternoon.
T. Roosevelt, 4 Vo).
With Flintlock and Fife
E-5-56 Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
E. T. Tomlinson
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m. it will
Wise Men of the East, My Pilgrimage
to the
*
H-2-37 mean either one session in the schools—or no
M. D. Conway
school in the afternoonWorkshop, Monthly Journal of Useful
One session will mean that school will keep
\ Arts
H-l-58-59 until
1 o’clock—except in the primary grades
Young Ranger, The
E-5-59 and they left to the judgment of the teacheis.
E. T, Tomlinson
Duncan
Theodore Roosevelt
P. L. Allen

iX

CHURCH SERVICES.

Sunday.

Adventures of Billy Topsail
American Ideals and Other Essays
America’s Awakening
Architect, The American
Astronomy, Side-lights on
Barchester Towers
Builder, National
Builder, The Village
Canadian Rockies, Campfires in the
Can You Forgive Her ?
Churchill, Lord Randolph
Connecticut River and Valley
Doctor, The
Diplomatic Adventure
Dorchester Mass.
Dr. Thorne
Duke’s Children, The
Electricity of Today
English Fiction^ The Makers of
England, Literary By-Paths in Old
English Towns, Certain Delightful
Eustace Diamond, The
Fort in the Forest, The
Framley Parsonage
Garrick and His Circle
Geronimo’s Story of His Life
Gipsy Smith His Life and Work
Gray Mist

ft
T *

W. R. Corps : Meetings every other Thurs
day evening in G. A. R. Hall.
Pythian Sisterhood : Meetings held every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldtne
first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’ Hall.
WILLIAM T. ALLEN,
York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
secretary. Meets on or before the
Civil Engineer, Surveyor and Gilpatrick,
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon. St. Arnaud Com
.. . Draftsman...
mandery meets second Thursday each month.
Land Surveyed, Streets, Highways and Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T,: Meets
Sewers laid out and graded.
every Tuesday evening in their hall on-Main
street.
Also Drawings and Blue Prints
WawaTribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
made.
Residence, 18 West Myrtle St.
every Wednesday evening.
Also 298 Plain St, Biddeford
IONA Council, No. 17, D. of P., 1. O. R. M
Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8th run
setting of the sun, in Red Men’s hall, Clark’s
Block, on Lower Main street.
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: . Meets
every Friday evening in K. of P. Hall, Main
Street.
Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul ft •
■ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
day evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
second and fourth Wednesday of the month at
Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m.
X This is positively the very best X Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
X soap made for general use.
• 7.45 p. m.

Dr» Shoop’s
How many rooms there are, correct
and beautiful, which fail of being lov
able I Everything is perfect. Some “pe
Headache
riod” has been carried out faultlessly
by a professional Interior decorator of
big reputation, with the result that the
BOWDOIN’S DRUG STORE
room has style and distinction, is cold
ly, correctly exquisite or magnificent,
and yet no one would voluntarily
DINAN
choose that room to live In. No one
T It has no equal for removing dirt 1
would deliberately elect to spend a de
lightful afternoon in It with a novel.
9 from the hands.
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
No one would dream of repairing to It
for the purpose of being unmltlgatedly
Try a box
10 cents •
Biddeford, Me.
lazy. The fact is art and comfort are 253 Main Street,
not synonymous terms by any means.
Many an artistic room is uninterest
ing, cold and characterless because it
• Kennebunk-Kennebunkport •
bears no stamp of personality, yet cor«
rect style and comfort can and ought Good Work
Low Prices
to go hand in hand.

Enterprise Press

SOCIETIES,

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA

a

W. T. FLINT

Fs"S.c1?X

Wholesale and Retail
Large line of Light and Heavy Single and Double
Harness
$10.00 to $75.00
Heavy Double Harness

$45.00 to $100.00

Sanford Mills Pieced and Damaged Robes, Blankets
and Remnants.
Sole Agent for the Famous J. H. Bishop Far Robesand
Fur Coats in Calf and Coonskin, Black Marten,
Cub and Grizzly Bear, Thibet Buffalo, Dog and
Wolfskin in prices from $15.00 to $150.00. Larg
est stock ever shown in York Co. Liberal dis
count to Out of Town Trade. At the Old Stand

Plain Street,

SANFORD, ME. f

Enterprise Press

Good Work - Low Prices
Warren Block,

Telephone con.

Kennebunk, Me.

HERBERT E. B. SMITH,
MERCHANT TAILOR
Ladies’ and Gents’ Garments Cleaned, Pressed, Dyed, Repaired. Gents’
Custom Tailoring, Ladies Custom Tailoring a Specialty.
138 MAIN STREET,
....
BIDDEFORD, ME.
established

1862

Telephone 92-2

S. C. TWAMBLEY &

SON

------ DEALERS IN-------

Watches, Clocks, Diamonds, Silver Ware and Jewelry of All Kinds.

Reliable Goods At Reasonable Prices

4

S. G. TWAMBLEY & SON
162 Plain St., Old Number 130

MARBLE AND GRANITE
Large show room filled with
New designs of Single and Doqble
Tablets.
The largest lot of Double Tab
lets ever shown in York County.
It will pay you to see our stock
and get prices before buying.
We use only first class marble.
TABLETS $18.00 and upwards.

O. L. Allen
298 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
Near Cor. Elm and Main St.

20,000 Farm Hunters
Answered our advertisements during the past twelve months.
If you. want'a quick cash sale for your country property, write us now.
Your property may be just what one of these “ Farm Hunters ” is looking for.
A quick sale for you will follow, if your price is right.
Terms of sale can be arranged so that you need not move before April 1st.
We require no payment in advance for listing property.

Hundreds of sales yearly is our honest evidence of right methods.
Write today for our FREE improved listing blanks.

E. A. STROUT CO., “Largest Farm Agency in the World,”
150 Nas?au^>i.
New York City.

Augusta,
Maine.

88 Broad St.
Boston.

DON CHAMBERLIN, AGENT
Kennebunk, Maine

GOVERNOR CORB’S MESSAGE
Gentlemen of the Senate and House
of Representatives:
Before presenting for your consid
eration certain facts bearing upon the
condition of the State, and before
making certain recommendations that
may tend to change and possibly im
prove those conditions, I wish to
thank the citizens of Maine whose suf
frages permit me to hold this high of
fice a second term, and to assure them
that I shall not intentionally use its
prerogatives or influence for any pur
pose other than to promote the wel
fare of all the people and to advance
the interests of the entire State.
Under our form of government the
Chief Executive of a State is proper
ly expected to assist in making effec
tive the policies adopted and declared
by the party to which he owes his
nomination and election. In doing
this he is but carrying out the ex
pressed wish of a majority of the vot
ers, and to that extent is a partisan.
But partisanship should end here, and
/that Executive is fortunate indeed
who is able to strengthen his patty by
demonstrating to general satisfaction
the wisdom of its principles, and at
the same time so to conduct himself
that he shall be in truth the servant
of the people and mindful of the com
mon good. Well-meant intentions are
a poor excuse for inefficiency, and
no one who willingly assumes a re
sponsibility to the public should com
plain of that public’s inevitable criti
cism. But I believe that no man ever ac
cepted a public office without cherish
ing the sincere hope that when he laid
it down, he might deserve and re
ceive not only the commendation of
his party, but also the respect and es
teem of his fellow-citizens. It is in.
this temper, and animated by this
hope I trust, that all of us enter the
service of the State today.

Maine is more prosperous now than
ever before in her history. Visible
evidences of this are on every hand
and commercial and industrial statis
tics prove it beyond a doubt. Agricul
ture and its kindred branches, the
great industries dependent upon for
ests and water ways, the multitude of
manufacturing enterprises, the small
er but not less important trade that
responds so readily to the movements
of the larger interests; all have shared
in the unprecedented prosperity that
has rested of late upon the entire ,
country, and all have contributed to
the wealth and well-being of the State.
The railroads are still developing new
territory and furnishing additional fa
cilities to the old, steamboats are en
larging apd improving their service,
and electric roads are reaching from
the centres of population to quicken
the life and resources of the smaller
communities. The scenic charms of
the State have not yet lost their pow
er to allure, and both city and country
have profited from the tides of travel
that sweep over them in an ever
swelling volume. The uninterrupted
growth of the deposits in the banks ,
and savings institutions testify to the
soundness and stability of general
business conditions throughout the
'State, and the very marked increase
in those deposits prove that the wage
earner, the fundamental factor in the
creation and support of values, is en
joying and improving the opportuni
ties which have been opened to his
labor and his skill.
One of the industries; however, that
has made Maine famous in the past is
now languishing, and that is ship
building. Our State is particularly
well adapted to the successful prose
cution of this business, and its decline
and present deplorable condition must
be attributed in great part to the fail
ure of the National Government to
adopt measures that will place this
class of property in a position to com
pete for the ocean carrying trade of
our own and other nations. Our Sen
ators and Representatives in Wash
ington have labored intelligently and
persistently in its behalf, and it is
most gratifying to know that their ef
forts, aided as they are by the friends
of allied interests in New England
and certain other States, have brought
the Congress to give to the question
such serious and practical considera
tion ac to warrant a hope that the
near future will bring relief to revive
and restore this important branch of
Maine’s commercial activity.
A discussion of the merits and de
fects of any system of taxation adopt
ed by a State, and the wholly neces
sary and justifiable efforts of the lawmaking Body to reconcile the various
interests involved, opens a wide field
for argument based on both fact and
conjecture. By universal agreement
taxes are a necessary burden, and the
Welfare of the State, municipality and
individual demands that taxes be
equalized in order that every class of
property shall bear its relative and
proportionate share. But the accept
ance of this theory does not material
ly lessen the practical difficulties of
the problem, nor 'renders some prop
erty holders less susceptible to the de
sire to evade the payment of that
proportionate share. Of one phase of
this question we may be sure, and
that is that there is a wide-spread
feeling among the people of the State
that certain classes of property are
not paying now their just share of
the taxes, and they look with confi
dence, to this Legislature to investigate
the conditions, and if abuses exist to
seize and apply the remedy. It is a
mistake and wrong to mH this feeling

prove, and it is no reflection upon any at Augusta sdem to offer the best so
of them to respectfully call your at lution of this problem, and if a suit
tention to the fact that it is your duty able building were erected there, not
and power to examine to the fullest only would the cost of administration,
extent their operations in order that maintenance and attendance be re-.
you may supply deficiencies and rem duced to a minimum figure, but we
would all feel that evqn the claims of
edy defects.
In addition to the money that will these mental derelicts were no longer
naturally be appropriated for the or ignored by a humane and watchful
dinary maintenance of Departments, State.
A fire occured in the laundry of the
institutions and Commissions, and for
the fulfillment of all other legal obli Asylum for the Insane at Augusta last
gations, this Legislature will be asked fall, which not only caused a severe
to make special monetary provision pecuniary loss and much inconven
for many new and important projects. ience, but demonstrated beyond a
All are desirable and some are abso doubt i that the water supply for the
lutely necessary. Without assuming extinguishment of fire was altogether
to determine the order of their im inadequate. It is of the utmost im
portance, among the former may be portance that the Asylums be fully
classed an Institution for the Feeble- protected against disasters of this na
Minded, those unfortunates whose ture, for the consequences of an uncon
uncontrolled life and movements have trolled conflagration there would be
been shown by science and experi most appalling. The State should
ence to be a terrible menace to the avail itself of every possible safeguard
social order and a constant economic for the prevention of the loss of life
burden to every family and commun and property in these.Institutions, and
ity that shelters them. Thé blind, too, prompt action should be taken to se
make strong claims for our pity and cure water in such quantity and of
generosity, for they ask not for life such power that all apprehension of
long charity, but simply for the means danger from this source may be re
to secure a special education in work moved.
The business of the Departments
that will enable them to become selfsupporting members of society. The having offices at the State, House has
welfare of the insane will also appeal expanded very materially in recent
to your sympathy, and you cannot re years, and it is apparent that very
sist the demands that a recital of many of the rooms in this building are
their needs will make upon you. The no longer commensurate with the de
residents of the eastern part of the mands made upon them. In these
State will urge an appropriation suf particular cases they have been put
ficient to more nearly complete the to uses other than those for which
original plan and design of the Asy they were originally designed, are
lum at Bangor, and will present argu over-crowded and Inconveniently ar
ments in favor of this action based up ranged, and lack even the ordinary
on the deplorable and conceded fact requisites of good light and air. While
that our facilities for the proper care in my judgment it would be unwise to
and treatnymt of these beneficiaries enlarge the State House, I believe
are still inadequate. About two years that a proper regard for public con
ago the praiseworthy efforts of Con venience and efficiency should influ
gressman Burleigh to secure the Ar ence you to approve the erection or
senal property at Augusta as a gift lease of an office building in this city
from the National Government tb the for State purposes and thus relieve
State were wholly successful, and un the congestion of which there is so
der the intelligent direction of the much just complaint.
Board of Trustees one of the large
There are other public questions
buildings there has been so remodeled which while not involving the expen
and utilized that it has added greatly diture of large sums of money affect
to the efficiency of the Augusta Asy to a very marked degree the welfare
lum and to the well-being and comfort of the State, and which should be dis
of its inmates. But much more re cussed andi settled by this Legislature
mains to be done even at this Insti if we are to continue to be progress
tution, and the advisibility of fire ive and mindful of the people’s rights.
proofing another wing of the main
The belief in the soundness and ef
building is a question that should not ficacy ®f the principle of the initiative;
be overlooked.
and referendum as a means to enable
Nor will the State’s just claim for the citizens to express more directly
the further advancement and exten and promptly their opinion of pro
sion of educational facilities be slight posed legislation has become very
ed or Ignored, for her common general in Maine, and has been recog
schools, normal schools, academies, nized in the platforms of both politi
colleges andi university are all a pub cal parties. We may safely assume,
lic glory, and every dollar of a wise therefore, that these declarations
and liberal expenditure there but were made in good faith, and I heart
adds to the strength and dignity of ily approve the adoption of a measure
her citizenship.
that shall give them a practical and
The estimated ordinary re
The following are some of the re binding effect. The friends of the
ceipts for 1907 are.... $2,509,882.00
quirements of the State upon which in principle have a very clear knowledge
The estimated ordinary re
ceipts for 1908 are....... 2,550,000.00 my judgment immediate action should of its meaning and purposes, and will
be taken, and which I unreservedly vigorously oppose any effort that may
The estimated ordinary
be made to grant form at the expense
recommend:
expenditures for 1907
The office of State Auditor should of substance.
are ................................ 2,202,708.42
I also advocate and recommend a
be created. The present system of
The estimated ordinary
auditing the State’s accounts "by the revision of the statutes governing the
expenditures for 1908
Governor and Council is an archaic method of balloting for elective offices
are .......
2,120,000.00
It should be borne in mind while absurdity. It is cumbersome, uncer- at the polls. Every reasonable facil
contemplating these figures and re [ tain and incorrect, and would not be ity should be furnished the voter to
sults, that the last Legislature re tolerated an instant by any individual, exercise his right of suffrage in secret
duced the rate of the State tax from firm or corporation doing business in and without fear or favor, and his de
two and three-quarters mills to two accordance with approved and mod sire and privilege to register his pref
and one-half mills, and I may mention ern methods. It seems to have been erence for any individual nominee or
that at no time during the last two permitted for two reasons; it is candidate should not be hampered or
years has it been found necessary to known to have been the custom near defeated by the importunities of a
ly one hundred years ago, and since party organization. Party organiza
make a temporary loan.
It will be noticed that the cash bal that time no authority has been grant tion is both proper and essential, but
ancé now on hand is unusually large. ed to change it. It has long since it should be the servant of the voter,
It was expected that before the close outlived any usefulness it may have not his master. And this principle if
of the year 1906 an additional pur possessed, and each year its ridicu admitted to be a correct one, should
be applied to the regulation of the
chase of the State’s bonds would be lous features are more pronounced. proceedings
at primaries, so that
made amounting to not less than The methods of book-keeping, too, em
$250,000, and thus show a reduction ployed by some of the Departments every safeguard thrown about the
of the bonded indebtedness during the are extremely loose, and this whole final action of the voter at the polls
last two years of nearly $600,000. Ne subject should be investigated and the may be at his disposal during all the
gotiations to this end were progress defects remedied. Former Executives preliminaries attending the selection
ing satisfactorily when they were have made this same recommendation of candidates.
I especially urge you to change and
abruptly terminated by the death of for a State Auditor, and it is to be as
one of the parties in interest. These sumed that failure to act upon it fa improve the laws bearing upon the
negotiations, however, are about to be vorably is due to a belief on the part question of child labor in this State.
resumed, and I have every reason to of the people that its endorsement Maine is lagging here and the chil
believe that before the expiration of would simply create another Depart dren themselves are helpless. You
another month the bonds will be in ment or office with additional and un must be their champions, and neither
necessary expense. I am of the opin the thoughtlessness of parents nor the
the 'possession of the State.
I have been afforded the privilege ion, however, that the direct saving indifference of employers must be per
to visit intimately all the instituions effected by a competent Auditor with mitted to interfere with the perform
supported and managed by the State, power would far exceed his salary ance of the State’s manifest duty to
and have visited many of the others and the expenses attending the office. provide, as best she may, for the mor
The last Legislature created the al, physical and educational welfare
in which the State has a vital, al
though indirect, interest. No one office of State Highway Commission of these children to whom unfortun
can become at all familiar with them er, thus recognizing fully the very ately so many of the pleasures and op
without being
tremendously im-| great interest manifested in the move portunities of childhood are denied.
The present manner of observing
pressed by the magnitude and charac ment for good roads throughout the
ter of the good work they are doing, state. It is no longer necessary to Fast Day contains so little of the sen
or without wishing that the opportun argue the advantages and opportuni timent and traditions of its early con
ities they so splendidly utilize migh't ties that would accrue to Maine by a secration, that it seems almost a
be further enlarged and sustained. system of better roads, for these are mockery to publicly ask for its recog
They are a credit to the State and a now admitted and conceded by all. nition and then see its original spirit
tribute to every sentiment of human Public opinion seems to warrant a so universally perverted and ignored.
ity and progress cherished by her most generous expenditure for this I believe that our people generally
people. It would be better for the in purposé, and the questions confront would not approve a lessened number
stitutions and for all of us if our citi ing you now are those of important of holidays, and that we have none
zens generally would acquire a closer detail alone. The amount of money too many legalized now and devoted
knowledge of their methods of admin to be spent, and how it shall be raised by common consent to recreation and
istration and their accomplishments, and apportioned by and between the pleasure. But unless the name of this
for the pride and satisfaction such State and the municipalities, the loca particular holiday be changed so that
knowledge would surely bring would tion of the work and how and by the expected) manner of its observance
not only be a deserved appreciation of whom it shall be done, these are the shall bear some reasonable relation
the devoted and unselfish services of phases of this subject that invite your to its avowed purpose, I recommend
the men and women charged with attention at this time. In order to that it be abolished.
Two years ago, speaking in this
their direct control, but would remove facilitate your labors along these lines
forever all doubt as to the wisdom of a bill has been tentatively prepared place and under similar circumstanc
their existence and the urgency of by the Highway Commissioner em es, I ventured the assertion that the
bodying, it is believed, the best meth public condition resulting fro?n the
their needs.
The State's business transacted ods practiced in other States, and this nullification of the prohibitory law
through and in its several Depart Bill will be presented to you at an was the greatest issue confronting the
ments and Institutions has steadily early date for consideration and dis people of Maine. The representatives
of the people met that issue, recog
increased. The reasons for this are cussion.
In October of last year there were nized its importance and the Sturgis
obvious. New legislation is constant
ly creating additional powers and re in confinement at the State Prison at law was enacted, a measure designed
sponsibilities of a public nature, and Thomaston twenty-five patients of the for no purpose other than to correct
the obligation to exercise them in a class known as the Criminal Insane. or lessen the evils of nullification.
manner that shall be in accord with Of that number fifteen were serving Under its provisions the Enforcement
the spirit Of the laws and the wishes unexpired terms of sentence, and ten Commission was appointed, and for
of the people has entailed larger ex were held by order of the Court after about eighteen months Maine has wit
penditures and more careful and) de their sentences had expired. The nessed the unusual spectacle of men
tailed supervision. No better proof prison is no place for these unfortun clothed with legal authority, but oper
of this change and growth can be pre ates. Their quarters and opportuni ating directly through Executive op
sented than is shown by a compari ties for exercise there are necessarily tion and initiative, performing some
son of the reports issued by the De very limited and inadequate, proper of the functions of certain officials
partments today with those of twenty- facilities for their comfort are alto elected by popular vote, who either
five or even ten years ago. These gether lacking, and it is impossible wilfully or lacking both courage and
later reports of the State’s steward for the prison officials to give the spe ability have neglected the duties im
ship are now so elaborate and exhaus cific care that the individual cases re posed upon them by their oath of of
tive that a further description and quire. They should be under the Im fice. Probably no single piece of leg
analysis of the scope and practical mediate observation and supervision islation placed on our Statute Books
operation of the Departments is un of physicians and attendants skilled has ever caused so much general dis
necessary here, and this occasion does in the treatment of the insane. This cussion or created such intense and
not seem to require me to do more view is shared by the Superintendent bitter differences of opinion and dis
than to urge you to bestow upon them of the Asylum at Augusta, who regu sensions as the Sturgis law. I cherish
most carefqul thought and study. larly visits the patients at Thomaston, ho illusions in regard to it. I know
During the last two years I have en the Warden of the Prison, the Trus it is condemned by many as false in
deavored to learn and know some tees of the Insane and the Inspectors principle and contrary to the spirit of
our institutions, expensive, inefficient,
thing of the State’s affairs and to fa of Prisons and Jails. It is obvious the
of political necessity
miliarize myself with the methods un that no provision should be made for I and outgrowth
the last desperate attempt of fan
der which they are being conducted. the Criminal Insane in our present aticism
the ^welling moveIn almost every instance the Depart Asylums, for their presence there | ment fortoa check
and cosmopolitan
ments are producing splendid results, would be a distinct menace to the wel ! treatment ofliberal
the liquor problem. I
and their management is character fare of the other inmates. They | know that a hostile
sentiment hastens
ized by intelligence and efficiency and should have separate accommodations
a faithfulness to the best interests of and the best of care consistent with j to censure not only the law itself, but
Hto State. They BMis^oentoMte to im fiaWo safety. The Arsenal grounds the men charged, with its enforcement

a partisan one. It is too general to
warrant such a conclusion, and if the
subject is approached in any spirit
other than that of fairness and public
duty the read purpose of the agitation
Is more likely to suffer defeat.
While then the present system and
method of taxation of the property
within the State is not altogether
ideal and will undoubtedly meet with
revision at your hands, there can be
no question as to the care and skill
exercised by the Board of State Asses
sors in determining values for taxa
tion purposes under the existing laws.
And no better or more eloquent state
ment can be made of the wealth of
the State and the growth of that
wealth than is furnished by the State
Assessors in their report for the year
just closed. From this report it will
be seen that since 1904 the State valu
ation of Real Estate has increased
$15,878,461, Personal Estates $4,617,100, Wild Lands
$7,422,699, and
Growth on Public Lots $245,726. In
1904 the total valuation was $366,514,014, in 1906 it is $394,732,990, a gain in
two years of $28,218,976. Under the
local valuation placed on property in
the cities, towns and plantations in
the State, the average rate of taxation
on $1000 was $20.57 in 1904, $21.03 in
1905 and $20.87 in 1906.
The finances of the State are in ex
cellent condition, as the following
summary and comparison will show:
Cash balance on hand Jan. 1,
1907 ............................ ..... $ 598,000
Bonded debt Jan. 1, 190?... .$1,093,000
Since 1901 $70,000 of the State
bonds have matured each year, but
under the provisions of Chapter 6,
Private and Special Laws of 1903, a
part of this issue having been previ
ously purchased, there was left to ma
ture $10,000 for the year 1905 and $20,000 for the year 1906, which were re
deemed at maturity, and under au
thority of the act above quoted, an
additional purchase of $280,000 was
made, so that during the last two
years the bonded indebtedness has
been reduced $310,000.
The last State valuation upon which
a tax rate of 2 1-2 mills was assessed,
was $366,514,014, yielding, for the two
years, together with the tax of one’
cent on each poll, a revenue of
$1,836,346.20.
The present valuation is $394,732,990, showing an increase of $28,218,976.
A tax rate of 2 1-2 mills levied on
this new valuation, together with the
poll tax, will yield for the two years, a
revenue of $1,977,474.06.
The total receipts for the
years 1905 and 1906
were ..........................$5,292,368.73
The total expenditures for
the same years were... 4,939,337.62

and their methods. Their failures are
magnified and ridiculed, their success
es overlooked or belittled, their sin
cerity of purpose and honesty of mo
tive openly and often maliciously
questioned, and the belief assiduously
cultivated and encouraged that they
are the known disturbers of the peace,
the real enemies of order. But these
arguments, criticisms and accusations
are neither unanswerable nor unas
sailable. Many of them aré palpably
superficial and unfair, and the Sturgis
law will stand or fall by a fair presen
tation of the facts and their rigorous
anaylsis, not by the demands of a selfinterested prejudice or the exigencies
and hopes of any political party.
There will be placed before you at
an early date by the Enforcement
Commission a full and complete re^
port of the operation of this law and
a statement of all the expense attend
ing it. Upon its publication it is to be
expected that this whole question will
be opened for debate by the members
of this assembly and this debate will
be welcomed by all. At the present
time the Deputy Enforcement Com
missioners are withdrawn from all the
Counties. This course was simply
an act of justice to the incoming sher
iffs, and the insinuation that it was
prompted by any other motive might
have been withheld in all fairness un
til a later date. If it becomes appar
ent that the local officials intend to
permit or resume a policy of non-enforcement and the services of the
Deputy Commissioners are not again
brought into requisition, there will
then be ample opportunity for just
and timely criticism.
The essential features of the Stur
gis law are clear and its purposes ob
vious. I have yet to hear any sound
argument in behalf of nullification of
law, and but few men have had the
temerity to openly advocate it. All
will agree to the proposition that the
local officials should enforce the pro
hibitory law in the first instance, but if
they fail to do this and it is known
that they have failed, the fact still
stands that the law is nullified and
needs vindication by some other
means» When this question was be
fore the last Legislature there were
three ways by which the nullification
of the prohibitory law could have been
prevented: First, by dutiful action of
the local officials; second, by the re
peal of the prohibitory law itself in
volving resubmission and the adoption
of some method of license to regulate
the liquor traffic, and third by the au
thorization and exercise of powers
similar to those granted the Enforce
ment Commissioners under the Stur
gis law. The local officials could not
or would not act, prohibition continued
to be the policy of the State and a
trial of the Sturgis law was impera
tive. I am attempting to discuss the
measure purely as a means to prevent
nullification, and believe that a large
majority of the law-abiding citizens
of the State, irrespective of party, sub
stantially agree that the law was nec
essary and that it has justified its
existence. The day of open and easy
nullification of the prohibitory law
has passed in Maine. Public senti
ment and all the moral forces of the
State have -been aroused and arrayed
against it, and it will never return.
With all the clamor against the ex
pense of the Sturgis law, with all the
outcry alleging political trickery, in
sincerity and cowardice on the part of
its sponsors and its officials, I still
hold to the opinion that the people of
Maine believe that nullification is in
finitely worse than any law which
seeks to prevent it, and respectfully
submit that it is incumbent upon
every man who believes in the princi
ple of law-enforcement as indispensa
ble to the cause of good government
and good citizenship, to support the
Sturgis law or to propose and support
some other measure which will ad
vance that cause as well.
The attempt to secure a better en
forcement of the prohibitory law by
means of the Enforcement Commis
sion has brought the resubmission
question into such prominence that a
failure to refer to it in this address
would invite grave misunderstanding.
The statement will stand unchal
lenged that speculation oh the action
this Legislature may take in dealing
with resubmission is causing more
comment and exciting more, interest
than any other topic of public moment
in Maine. I enter upon a brief dis
cussion of this question with reluc
tance, not because of the lack of con
victions or an unwillingness to ex
press them, but simply because of the
doubt-in my, mind as to my ability to
present some of its phases without
violating the proprieties of an occa
sion upon which references to party
politics are neither expected nor de
sired.
Every thoughtful and fair-minded
student of political conditions in
Maine must admit that there is a very
strong sentiment in favor of the prop
osition to give the voters an opportun
ity to express at the polls their opin
ion of the present prohibitory law.
While this sentiment may not be that
of the majority now, it surely is held
by a very large minority of our citi
zens, and the results of the September
elections last year seem to furnish a
complete justification of this conclu
sion. It is true that the temperance
legislation on our Statute Books was
placed there during the domination
of one political party, and it is also
true that nearly every person opposed
to the prohibitory law and its en
forcement favors resubmission. But
it may be asserted with equal truth
that a belief in the prohibitory law is
not confined to the adherents of either
of the two great parties,' and that
the desire for resubmission is not con
fined to the enemies of that law.
There are many men, earnest and sin
cere in their advocacy and support of
temperance and enforced prohibition
who believe those principles will be
jeopardized by their resubmission to
the people under the only method by
which this can be accomplished at
this time. To them the cause of pro
hibition is of . far greater importance
than the success either of Republican
ism or Democracy, and to promote
and conserve that cause they organ
ized and maintained the Prohibition
party. But they cheerfully sacrificed
their own organization in behalf of
the greater principle, and allying
themselves with another party be
cause of its promise to enforce the
| prohibitory law and its opposition to
resubmission, contributed largely to
its success. These men feel that re
submission granted by this Legisla
ture would be a distinct and unpardon
able betrayal by the dominant party
of many who worked for and helped

to achieve its victory. They Insist
that resubmission in its proposed
form is a blow to prohibition and an
attack on temperance, and refuse to
endorse the suggestion that the peo
ple are entitled to vote on an amend
ment to the Constitution when a very
large number have unquestionably sig
nified a desire to that effect.
It is extremely unfortunate for what
I conceive to be the true cause of
temperance that a resolution to resub
mit the prohibitory amendment must
be in form at least a practical con
demnation by the Legislature of the
present policy of prohibition, and not
the authorization of a simple referen
dum to ascertain the people’s views.
Were it not for this fact and the prob
able effect that the mere passage of
such a resolution would have upon
the friends of the prohibitory move
ment everywhere, I believe there
would be little or no opposition to the
reasonable, plain and unencumbered
proposition to place the original ques
tion before the voters again for their
approval or rejection. If that partic
ular and important objection could be
removed and the question be referred
to the people directly, solely ion its
merits and unhampered by the preju
dice excited by premature and unnec
essary legislative condemnation, the
citizens of Maine would rally to reaf
firm their belief in the prohibitory
law, and the cause of temperance be
infinitely strengthened and advanced.
For if we accept the principle of the
referendum we must recognize the
fact that its fundamental strength
lies in the right of an appeal to the
people, and no good cause if fairly
and properly presented, should hesi
tate to enter that Court or should fear
its verdict.
I thank you, Gentlemen, for your
courteous attention, and am sure that
no more worthy desire can anima e
us than to perform our respectk e
duties here faithfully and fearless y
for the best interests of the State we
love so well.
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Odd Fellows’ Blk.
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Suitings
Can you think of a mote
appropriate, practical or
desirable holiday gift than
a dress pattein from the
excellent fabrics of the
Goodall Worsted Co.
It will pay you to attend
our special sale of Tiemnants, Ends, Samples and
Odd Pieces, and Regular
Goods which we hold every
Monday. Samples of goods
on application.

GOODALL WORSTED CO.’S SALESROOM
SANFORD,

MAINE

English Cure
FOR

Cold in the Head, Catarrh and Asthma
It instantly kills the germs, allays all in
iiammation, clears the head, throat and lungs
takes away headache and in a little time re
moves every trace of the disease. For sale and
recommended by J. W. BOWDOIN, Pharmacist

Price:

30c and 50c per Jar.

Aeure is guaranteed

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
Gheridah Simpson, starring In “The
Bed Feather,” has made such a success
that her manager Is negotiating with a
well known librettist and composer to
write a new opera for her, in which
she will again be seen in tights.
Statistical research by the executive
staff of the Manhattan theater, New
York, reveals the fact that fully twice
as many women as men have been
there since Grace George started in
"Clothes.” A possible explanation lies

in the name.
Mary Marble, who supports Little

Chip in Joseph M. Galtes’ fine produc
tion of Julian Mitchell's “Wonderland,”
has become such a favorite with the
ladles of the south that she has been
elected an honorary member of the
Daughters of the Confederacy at Au

gusta, Ga.
Thomas W. Ryley has finished the

EDITORIAL FLING&
Perhaps the advance in the price of

shoes is due to the abolition of railroad
passes.—Atlanta Constitution.
Baltimore Is becoming such a candy
center that you can hear the chocolate
drop at almost any hour.—Baltimore
Sun.
The raising of salaries at Yale puts
professors nearly on a par with root
ball coaches in income. —New York
World.
It is all very well for Mr. Rockefeller
to Insist that a man should live within
bls Income. Mr. Rockefeller couldn't
do anything else with hla.—Cincinnati
Commercial Tribune.
Just to prove how slow the world Is
to learn it is only necessary to dte the
fact that rich men continue to die
thinking they can shut out both their
heirs and the lawyers from participa
tion In their fortunes.—Los Angriew

doth saturated with carbon oil, and the
spots will disappear as if by magic.
The woven wire mattresses used in |
bedsteads are apt to wear the material j
of the hair mattress above into holes. |

To prevent this spread sheets of strong 1
brown paper between the two, pinning I
or tying at the corners so that it may
not wriggle out of place.

Forced to Sell $30,000 Worth of Valuable Merchandise!

FACTS FROM FRANCE.
There are no less than 128 residents
to the acre in Paris.
In Paris there are nearly 700,000
apartments or lodgings which rent for
less than $100 a year and about 17,000
which bring $800 or more.
, French horticulturists have apparent
ly been very successful of late in rais
ing dwarf trees, and one of the fea
tures of dinner paries among the rich
now is to serve the fruit upon the tree.
Mme. Mowret, a cook in a Paris fam
ily, swallowed sublimate because her
mistress complained that the mayon
naise served with the cold chicken at a
luncheon party was a disastrous fail

cast for “The Belle of Mayfair,” which Urnes.
goes to Daly's theater, New York, in
PITH AND POINT.
a few days, by engaging for the princi
pal feminine part Miss Christie Mc
ure.
Inquisitiveness encourages lying.
Donald. This is the character that was
To say a man lacks tact is a polite
played by Miss Edna May in London
How to Polish Mirrors,
way of saying he is impolite.
tefore her resignation.
To polish your mirrors, use a soft
Considering bow popular It is, "I for
sponge dipped in alcohol, rubbing the
got’ is a mighty poor excuse.
SHORT STORIES,
glass vigorously. Now rub it lightly
Ambition is a funny thing. It makes

and quickly with a dry soft cloth, and
Half the negroes in the United States some people rich and others poor.
finally
polish well with tissue paper or
are under 19.4 years of age.
How people love to gossip and how

The postoffice has a profit of $15,000 they do hate to be pinned down when
a year through unclaimed money or questioned!
ders.
When you step up to a crowd and the
The number of murders and homi man who is talking stops, that’s a sign
cides decreased 2,000 in the United you’re not wanted there.
States during the last ten years.
Don’t be a wallflower. Get up and
There have been over 8,200 visitors dance. People may frown on you tor a
to the Longfellow home in Portland, time, but they will soon learn to keep
out of your way.
v
Me., this season against 7,757 in 1905.
When a little girl names her doll for
▲ Maine schooner, the Natalie B.
Nickerson of Boothbay Harbor, Me., you it is a compliment, but when she
was high line in the mackerel fishery Is a grown woman and names her baby
this season, with a gross stock of $13,- tor you there may be another motive in
connection.—Atchison Globe.
800, the crew sharing $245,
Three lives have been saved by
means of a device invented by a Swed
HOME NOTES.
ish woman named Lind for preventing
A very strong solution of water arid
people from being buried alive. It was
alum thrown on a burning object will
applied to 2,200 supposed corpses.
In Johannesburg, South Africa, the speedily extinguish the flames.
Weak soapsuds or aqua ammonia will
agents of the Bible society were last
year asked to supply fifty-three differ clean bronze statuary or bronze orna
ent translations of the Scriptures. In ments in the fine lines where dust has
only one case, that of an Icelander, did collected.
When the nickel on your steel range
they fail to produce the desired trans
lation.
becomes dull and discolored take a

FORCED TO SELL
Everett M. Staples
Store Closed
Monday and
Tuesday

Ink stains may be removed from a
book by applying with a camel’s hair
pencil a small quantity of oxalic acid
diluted with water and then using blot
ting paper. Two applications will re
move all traces of the ink.

LOWEST PRICES EVER
OFFERED FOR 10 DAYS

Jan. 7 and 8

Wait For the
Big Sale

Beginning Wednesday

To Mark Down Goods Wednesday, Jan. 9, to
Sat., Jan. 19, inclusive

Jan. 9

At 9 o’clock

The Bargain Store, Everett M. Staples
MAIN STREET, BIDDEFORD

i46

preferably with an old silk handker
chief.
How to Rid Books of Ink Stains.

Must meet obligations, this stock
representing the cleanest stock
of Dry and Fancy Goods in
town, to be sold for

Some interesting matter bearing on Cure is for Croup alone, remember. It
road building has been received at the It does not claim to cure a dozen ail
library from Mrs. Dwight who has Of ments.
It’s for Croup, that’s all.
fered the prizes to the schools for the Sold by J. W. Bowdoin.
best papers on that subject. The Port i
The Thornton Basket ball team of
scholars handed in their essays on Mon Saco played its first game of the season
day.
> with the Kennebunk high school team
: in the Mousam Opera House last Friday
Station Agent G. L. Alien, who has ’ evening. The attendance was fair. The
been unable to attend to his duties for ' score stood 22 to 15 in favor of the home
the past four months, returned to work team. There was a social dance after
the game.
Monday morning last. Byron C. Hall,
who has been filling Mr. Allen’s place,
Wells
has returned to his duties as station
agent at Gonic, N. H.
Mrs. Lydia Kimball of this village
Croup can positively be stopped in has been visiting her parents, Mr. and
20 minutes. No vomiting—nothing to Mrs. N. M. Sberbourne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hilton are board
sicken or distress your child. A sweet,
ing
Mrs. Thomas Allen at Bauneg
pleasant, and safe Syrup, called Dr. Beg.with
Mrs. Hilton was well kbown as
Shoop’s Croup Cure, does the work and Miss Rutn Littl efield. Mr.. Porter is
does it quickly.
Dr. Shoop’s Croup employed in the portable mill nearby

Local Notes
The union week of prayer services
have been largely attended. The ser
vice this evening will be in the Baptist
church and on. Thursday and Friday
evenings at the Methodist church.

Wells Branch

A number of our people attended the
entertainments in the Biddeford Opera
Mrs. W. T. Brier and Miss Laura House last week and were much pleased
Nichols are spending a few days with with the same. This week Dot Karroll
their grandmother, Mrs. Laura Little bolds the boards every afternoon and
field.
evening« giving some strong plays.
Mrs. Thomas Goodwin of West Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Cloudman
nebunk was the guest of Mrs. Orland returned this week from a pleasant
Chick one day last week.
visit in Brooklyn, N. Y., and Brookline,
Mrs. W. J. Goodwin is spending the Mass., to the home of Mrs. Cloupman’s
week with relatives at Somerville, Mass parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Water
Miss, Annie Perkins is teaching at house, where they will reside for the
| present.
Westbrook.

ERE’S A SALE WORTH WHILE, a sale with a reason, and

H

January Clearance Sale

an object and a result, Here’s a sale with a method and a
meaning. Here’s an annual sale—-a sale believed in, antici

pated and awaited. Here’s a sale greater than all our previous
January Sales, a sale you must not miss.
The reason is clearance, and the object is clearance and the
result is clearance. The method is price cutting and the meaning

to you is savings.
Now’s the time we deal in foresight and forehandedness. We
begin to prepare for the spring, to force out winter goods, to clean
up broken lines, remnants and oddments, to move surpluses, to turn goods into cash. This is a clearance, and how do we do it?

method, price reducing in a big hearted, generous, fearless manner.

By disregarding profits and by even overlooking losses.

time or at any other store.
Every department is represented in this upheaval of values and downfall of prices.

Tomorrow this sale begins; it will open with a rush.

MUSLIN WEAR AT UNDER
PRICES
Second Floor

Garments that are made by experts
and with great care. You couldn’t buy
the material alone for the money
that the finished garment is offered
here.
Flannelette Night Robes, made full
and of the best materials, 50c and 59c
values. Sale price ea.,
38c
75c and 87 l-2c values. Now
59c
$1.00 and $1.25 values. Now
79c
$1.5(k values. Now
$1.13
Flannelette Underskirts, a big range
of styles, ba.,
25c, 29c, 39c, 50c
Muslin Underwear, made of good cot
ton, not over-starched, made by the
best manufacturers in this country
Night Robes, made with yoke and
trimmed in several styles of Lace and
Hamburg. 50c and 59c values. Sale
price, ea.,
37 l-2c
Ladies’ Drawers, made in three pat
terns. Value 25c. Now ea.,
17c
50c Corsets, the pr.
29c
98c Corsets, now
19c
BEWILDERING SILK AND DRESS
GOODS BARGAINS

Figure in your own mind the very
smallest prices that you ev'er heard of
Dress Goods and Silks being sold at—
then bring about one-half that amount
with you to the store. You’ll find that
during this January Clearance Sale you r
purchases will be satisfying indeed,with

Simple, very simple.

Just by applying the old, old

By giving bargains better- and greater than at any other

Nearly everything in the store is bereft of profit and priced for your benefit.

Don’t miss the first day, come in the morning.

only a half of what you expected to
pay.
Taffeta Silks, 27 in wide, excellent
weight. The yard
59c
Pongees in Colors, 36 in. wide, yd., 59c
Short Ends of Silks, from 1yd up, 39c
Dress Goods in Colors and Black.
Some are 2 to 5 yards long. Value
50c. Sale price yd
25c
Black Dress Goods about 25 Dress
Patterns. Value $1.00 the yard.
Sale price yd
50c
Colored Dress Patterns in the Dollar
grades. Marked for this sale to 50c
.Wash Dress Goods, 12 l-2c Percale,
Sale price
8c
25c Satteehs
12 l-2c
White Goods. . Now is the time to se
lect white goods at special low prices,
such as
Nainsooks, Persian Lawns. Barred
and Plain Muslins, Long Cloth,
Chiffon, Batiste, etc. Prices the yd.
8c, 10c, 12 l-2c, 15c, to 50c

SENSATIONAL SAVING AMONG
THE MILLINERY

Flowers, Ornaments, Wings, Ostrich pected to pay and secure that long-

Plumes, Feathers, etc. Now marked wished-for garment, but remember,
their time of stay is brief.
at half price and less.
Women’s Long Coats in Gray Mix
YOU CAN SURELY AFFORD
tures. Values $6.50 up to $12.50,
FURS NOW
Sale price ea.
$3.98 and 6.98
If your reason has been that Furs
$4fi.00 and 12.00 Black Coats, now
were too expensive to buy, drop that
$6.98
idea now, and secure some of the Fur
$15.00 and 16.50 Black Coats now
Bargains made possible through the
$10.00
January Clearance Sale. We realize
that the Fur season is practically over $22.00, 22.50 and 25.00 long fitted
Coats, made of the best English Ker
and we prefer to take half price rather
seys, now
$15.00
than invest in tar paper and moth balls
$20.00 and 25.00 Suits, now $12.50
later on.
See Other Values at each
Neck Scarfs. 1 Lot Imitation Lynx
z
$10.00 and 5.00
Searfs, 96 in. long. Reduced to ea.
Domestic
Department.
Great oppor
$3.98
tunity for the prudent buyer, 1 Case
Handsome Striped River Mink Scarfs
Prints yd,
3 l-2c.
Value $7.50, now
$3.98
Do
you
know
that
prints
today
cost
$5.00 Scarfs now
$2.50 and $3.50
from
4
l-2c
to
5
l-2c
a
yd
?
Muffs, $20.00, $25.00 Fox Muffs, now
$12.50 and $15.00 1 Case Fancy Ginghams, 5 to 20 yard
lengths. The price to you during
Not many left.
this sale
5 1 -2c
Childrens’ Fur Sets reduced to
1 Bale Brown Cotton, 36 in. wide,
$1.25, 1.50, 2.0$, 2.50
heavy quality and worth today 8c.
Value $3.00 to 5.00.
Sale price yd.
5c
Misses Squirrel Sets, were $8.50 and
Table Damask. Bleached Table Linen
$10.00. Sale price ea.
$5.00
54 in. wide. Good pattern. The yd.
One Hundred Children’s Coats at half
19c
price. Ages 1 year to 14 years. One Hundred Pairs, White also Gray
Prices now $1.98, 2.98, 3.98, 5.00,
Blankets. Size 11-4. Good weight.
Have been sold at double these prices.
Sale price, pair
75c

We’ve given the blue pencil lots of
work to do among every Millinery item
during the January Clearance Sale;
Cut the price to the very quick because
we are determined to reduce stock and
quickly too. Bargain seekers will never
confront another such display or see ENTHUSIASM AMONG THE WO 1 Case Fancy 10c Ginghams, now 8c
MEN’S COATS AND SUITS
smaller prices on good Millinery.
25 Dozen Bleached Bath Towels, size
50 Trimmed Hats. Value from $3.98
18x36, each
9c
With such tremendous reductions in
to $8.75. Sale price
sight how could it be otherwise? Bring 1 Lot Roller Towels, made of all
$1.98, 2.98, 3.25 and 3.98 only one-half of the amount you ex
Russian Crash, each
25c

W. E. YOULAND COMPANY,

1 Bale Rugs, size 30x60 inches.

Good Boys’ Suits. Here’s a Counter loaded
quality. Very special price, each 89c
with Boys’ Suits at just about halfprice. Think of buying $4.00, $4.50
HANDKERCHIEFS LITERALLY
suits
for
$2.50
GIVEN AWAY
Double Breasted Suits, sizes 8 to 16
Prices on Handkerchiefs during the
years, in dark and fancy mixtures.
January Clearance Sale are truly next
Coats made full with canvas lined
to nothing. We have determined to
front and wtell stitched Collars. These
prune prices until these surplus stocks
suits sold all this season at $3,00,
are lessened. Exceptional indeed are
$3.50 and $3 98. Sale price now ea.
the Handkerchief values awaiting bar
$1.50
gain hunters. Notably among the list
Ovei coats, made of cloth that keep
are:
you warm and last a long time.
Value
$3.50 to $4.98. Sale price, ea.
500 Swiss Embroidered Handker
$2.75
chiefs, made of very fine threaded
yarn, and worth 12 l-2c to 19 each. MOVING DAY IN THE HOSIERY
Sale price
3 for 25c
SECTION
Ladies' Initial Handkerchiefs, worth
You won’t find better Hosiery than
8 l-3c each. Sale price?
6 for 25c
here, but they’ve worn their welcome
out—they, too, have faced the price
OUT WITH THE MEN’S
cutter, and they’re marked ridiculously
FURNISHINGS
low. Every member of the family may
When marching orders are given
be supplied now at a half of the usual
stocks here, you may depend on secur
appropriation.
ing bargains of the rarest sort. The
Here is a very sightly stocking with a
“Fixings” for Men have been invited
wooly finish, a 15c value, ea. pr. 10c
out of the store so bargain seekers will Special values in Underwear.
do well to watch prices during their
Children’s 25c Stockings, now 15c pr
speedy exit.
Men’s Linen Collars. Value 12 l-2c., Ladies' Stockings, especially priced
at the pr.
19c and 35c
now each
5c
1 Case Men’s Heavy Fleeced Shirts 5,000 Yards Swiss Hamburg, just re
and Drawers. 50c. values. Now 33c
ceived from the Custom House in
Men’s Camel Hair Shirts and Drawers
New York, ordered long ago for this
Shirts double breasted, drawers
January sale, bought cheap for Spot
double seated. Value 50c and 62 l-2c
Cash. You can revel in them and
Sale price each
37 l-2c
bring with you half the ordinary
Boys’ Sweaters, ea.
50c and $ 1.00
price. Prices
10c, 12 1-2, 15c
Men’s Sweaters,
$ 1.98 to 2.98
Values 12 l-2c to 30c.

Biddeford, Maine

